H2MA

Green Hydrogen Mobility for Alpine Region Transportation

The problem

Heavy-Duty Transportation is a major contributor to Greenhouse gases emissions, causing air and noise pollution.

11 partners from 5 EU countries

Started a journey

in the Alpine Space

They had clear goals and objectives

1. Improve the strategic placement of green H2 infrastructure in the Alpine Space for more efficient production, distribution and accessibility.

2. Enhance the cooperation framework between public authorities and businesses involved in green H2 mobility roll-out in Alps.

3. Facilitate the planning emission-free routes for heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs) across the Alps.

4. Suggest ways to align H2 green mobility strategies on the local and national levels to boost the current policy frameworks in the Alps.

H2MA will enhance the abilities of public authorities and stakeholders to plan and test emission-free hydrogen routes across the Alps by jointly developing cooperation mechanisms, strategies, tools, and resources.

Follow us on social media pages!

H2MAproject
H2Maproject
www.alpine-space.eu/project/H2ma/